
CROWN PREPARATION
Teeth need to be prepared for crowns in order to make sure 
the new crown will sit in the correct position and fit perfectly 
around the entire periphery of the tooth (marginal fit)

Burs and kits recommended
Predator Accu Prep Procedure Kit (Carbide)
This Procedure Kit offers a fast and smooth cutting 
alternative to diamond burs for crown and bridge 
preparation. The Predator Accu-Prep kit allows 
complete bulk reduction and smooth margin definition 
with a single instrument. *See Predator Accu Prep bur.
View products

Prima Crown Preparation (Diamond – 7 burs)
This set offers simple and accurate tooth preparation 
for a wide range of crown and bridge restorations.
View products

Predator Turbo Zirconia Diamonds (Diamond)
The Predator Turbo Zirconia Diamonds provide 
optimum cutting and cooling for rapid, smooth gross 
reduction for crown and bridge preparation. Our precision 
engineered profile with integral groove design provides 
for efficient water flow, maximum cooling effect and 
ideal debris removal. *See Predator Zirconia burs.
View products

Prima Crown and Veneer Prep Kit (Diamond – 14 burs)
Accurate tooth preparation for a wide range of crown 
and bridge restorations, veneers and onlays using 
standard diamond burs. *See Prima Classic Operative 
Diamond Burs (XC, C and M grit)
View products

“As a clinician, when 
preparing teeth for 

crowns, having a selection of 
burs which are both sharp and 

efficient is imperative. Often we 
are working in difficult to access areas 
therefore having instruments which can 
make the desired preparation in as few 
passes as possible is really important. 
The crown preparation kits from Prima 

Dental are brilliant not only as a fantastic 
selection of burs for any type of 

preparation, but also to store safely 
and make the re-ordering process 

nice and simple.”

Dr Charlie Nicholas BDS

This information 
forms part of the Prima 

Dental product and 
procedure library. Speak to 
Prima for other information 

regarding Dental Crowns.
marketing@primadental.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fy_d-c7v46c 
https://primadental.com/distributors/product-range/predator-carbide-burs/
https://primadental.com/distributors/product-range/prima-bur-block/
https://primadental.com/distributors/product-range/prima-bur-block/
https://primadental.com/distributors/product-range/prima-bur-block/
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